A modeling tool not only helps users express their ideas and thoughts but also serves as a communication platform among domain experts, designers, developers, and others practitioners. Existing modeling tools have shortcomings in terms of supported functionality and situated usability or do not meet the needs of users of varying levels of expertise. To facilitate improvement of such modeling tools, this research begins by identifying common problems in existing tools and proceeds by borrowing concepts from grounded theory to develop a framework of redesign guidelines. A case study illustrates how this framework can be used by applying it to MetaSketch, a metamodeling tool. The study employs multiple user experience research methods, including usability tests with paper prototypes, observations, interviews, and contextual inquiries. A set of core tasks and two significant modeling approaches were identified that directly influence interface and interaction design for modeling tools.
Introduction
Software developers and designers have long complained that the "tools of the trade" are unsupportive and unusable. With the advent of model-driven development, the same concerns apply to modeling tools. A good modeling tool not only helps its users express their ideas and thoughts but also serves as a communication platform among domain-experts, designers, developers, and others practitioners. These various usages must be recognized and supported in varied ways. The primary purpose of this research is to identify and understand the significant work styles of potential tool users and to identify design implications for modeling tools [1] [2] [3] . We also reconsider the functionality a metamodeling tool can support, such as an iterative modeling process, giving domain-experts greater freedom to alter metamodel definitions based on knowledge emerging from case and field studies.
promoting communication among individuals and teams developing a system [15] . The UML 2.0 language is the most popular implementation of the MDE approach, providing support for modeling the different aspects of a system using different levels of abstraction as proposed in MDA.
Structure of the MetaSketch Workbench
MetaSketch is a modeling language workbench that allows the rapid development of new modeling languages for model-driven engineering. MetaSketch is based on OMG standards including MOF 2.0, OCL 2.0, and XMI 2.1, and is specially tailored for creating new members of the UML family of languages. Currently, the workbench comprises three pre-beta release tools: the Editor, the Merger and the Designer: − MetaSketch Editor. The editor, the heart of the workbench, is simultaneously a modeling and a metamodeling editor, meaning that the same editor can be used to create the metamodel and the models that conform to the created metamodel. − MetaSketch Merger. This tool is only applicable at the metamodel level and basically resolves all the Package Merges used in the definition of a metamodel. In addition, the hierarchy of packages is flattened into a single package that contains all language construct definitions merged. − MetaSketch Designer. This work-in-progress enables the graphical creation of the concrete syntax for each language. Currently, these definitions have to be done directly in the XML files. On the left is the tool for software language engineers developing UML languages (metamodels). On the right is the tool enabling domain-experts, designers, developers, and others practitioners to develop models.
The original version of MetaSketch allows software language engineers to define metamodel languages and supports other users-such as designers, developers, and other practitioners-in creating models using a similar interface for metamodel definition and modeling (Fig. 1 ). This design does not comprehensively support users of different levels of expertise and varied work styles. Whatever kinds of models or metamodels are used, the interface is always the same.
To redesign MetaSketch, we started to reconsider who are the target users and what are their main usages. For software engineering, the current version of MetaSketch already supports quite well the standard metamodel development process. The main shortcoming is the lack of an advanced designing tool to help language engineers define the concrete syntax for new language constructs. For other users, especially field-study researchers and designers, the interface is too complicated. These users are concerned with creating models for expressing concepts and knowledge and would prefer an interaction style closer to conventional editing or drawing tools. Therefore the approach taken was to separate MetaSketch into several different parts to support different uses and to engage all potential user types.
To increase the flexibility and changeability of the metamodel and to support domain-experts in developing and revising metamodels from field cases, we reconsidered the relationship between modeling and metamodeling as an iterative process. We propose the comprehensive framework shown in Fig. 2 . 
Supporting Iterative Modeling Processes: Case-Driven Theory
We undertook a case-driven theoretical development process, borrowing its main concept from Grounded Theory [16, 17] , which is a systematic qualitative research method commonly used in the social sciences. Grounded Theory incorporates a variety of methods and an iterative process to build a theory from field data, including extracting concepts from cases and categorizing concepts into a theory. It provides a specific theoretical framework to build domain knowledge and produce a model for application.
Software engineers also define grammars and metamodels for domain specific situations. Consequently, before an entire grammar and rules become well defined, case collections and rough concept sketches of modelers can be considered as a part of meta-modeling development. Therefore, three concepts inspired by Grounded Theory are suggested for designing modeling tools:
− To develop a modeling language employing a field-based or case-driven process. A modeling tool can serve as the sketchpad, which gives researchers and domain experts more freedom to express their conceptualizations of field data. − To transform cases and raw data into grammar and rules. This is the process of conceptualizing and categorizing data and then generalizing it into the most important representative form (the deductive and inductive process [18] ). − To define a metamodel and to use it to create models for cases through an iterative process. Real cases help software engineers reconsider and revise their original metamodel, and concrete syntaxes can also be improved by the evaluations of designers, researchers, and practitioners.
To support these three basic concepts, there are several functions a modeling tool like MetaSketch should provide in the future: 1. supporting field data collection through an ill-defined modeling language (e.g., a sketch on a napkin); 2. supporting different representations (concrete syntax) for different field data and concepts, therefore providing a modeler with more flexibility and expressiveness; 3. supporting the automatic categorization and contextualization of cases from raw data for future rule definition (generalizing theories from cases [19] ).
State of the Art
Many studies have analyzed software development practices, but qualitative studies of modeling work practices are relatively rare. Some authors report a gap between how tools represent and manipulate programs and the software developers' actual experiences [20] . This work is mostly based on workstyle models for collaborative software design and shows how a tool can fail to match an intended work context. However, research on practitioners' workstyles helps in understanding how we can create new tools that better support specific workstyle transitions. A survey of how practitioners worked and used tools offered insights into how developers can build human-centered tools but did not focus on modeling tasks [20] . To understand the potential usage and meaning of a tool, it is necessary to find out the needed and desired aspects [21] and to consider the future context of use in the whole design process [22, 23] . Usage of modeling tools is hard to predict because they are involved in an uncertain and complex creative process. In addition, a modeling workbench, such as MetaSketch, aims to support multiple types of users, including designers, domain experts, engineers, practitioners, and field researchers. It supports communication and coordination of perspectives among all the users, facilitating a process where these stakeholders can jointly transform their knowledge [24, 25] . The research methods used in this study not only have to cover the details of usage and interactions, but also need to reflect the different workstyles and attitudes of users of different levels of expertise [20, 26] . To enhance the quality and usability of the system, and to satisfy all types of users, research approaches from both user-centered design and participatory design were considered jointly [25, 27, 28] .
To determine the knowledge required for performing modeling tasks and to understand users' mental models, several techniques for tracing and modeling cognitive and behavioral processes in system evaluation were applied, including task analysis, protocol analysis, observation, and interviews [29] [30] [31] . Techniques to describe how people actually work and to evaluate the current version of MetaSketch-such as, cognitive walkthrough, contextual inquiry, and rapid prototyping-were also considered [32] [33] [34] .
There are two main challenges in this research. First, most research techniques for usability evaluation focus on interface or task-oriented planning [28, 29] . However, modeling is an iterative and creative activity, which reflects the idea and thought of modelers and is an important material to help them think. Assigning users set tasks for observing and analyzing is not suitable in our case.
The second challenge is to investigate and to explore modeling behavior with lowlevel detailed analysis of interactions. Since the activities of modeling are not clear, to predefine an appropriate set of interactions for each task becomes very difficult. Prototyping at this stage may not reflect the richness of desired behaviors and lacks specification of low-level details of interactions [25, 26] .
Sketches, storyboards, and wireframes are widely used for interface and interaction design [35, 36] , and many varied materials and tools support designers in expressing ideas and simulating behaviors [26, 37] . However, many techniques and materials are applicable to static interface design, such as the appearance, layout, or graphics for a website, but not for dynamic aspects or details of complex interactivity [38] . A recent survey of 259 practitioners found that 86% designers considered behavior more difficult to prototype than appearance [26] . The perceived and actual properties of a tool also affect possible usage [39, 40] .
We adapted the paper prototyping approach to make it more flexible for exploring possible functions users expect from a modeling tool. We made all components of the paper user interface independent, movable, and reusable, including system dialogs, tools, and other objects. Think-aloud and Wizard-of-Oz protocols were applied for understanding users mental models. Interactions were recorded by video and later interpreted for task analysis. After each usability test, participants were interviewed about their personal experiences and opinions about modeling tools. We also debriefed end users with the results and discussed how to refine the paper prototype and system response (see next section) [41] [42] [43] [44] . The system responses to be simulated by the paper prototype were performed by a so-called "human computer" who was given a text description defining a series of default system responses as operational sequence diagrams covering all anticipated user actions and situations where users want to understand the system behaviors, including by trial and error interactions.
The adaptability of our paper prototype made the usability test an iterative process. In the end, all the tasks involved in modeling were elicited, and all potential interactions to achieve these goals were discussed. The results not only reveal the intentions and strategies that users have in building models but also indicate their expectations for a modeling tool. The paper prototype is not merely an evaluations tool, but a material for designers to convey their design concepts as well as a platform for communication among domain experts, engineers and practitioners. In this research, we explore all the aspects of modeling activity, and show an integrated approach for usability testing.
Usability Test for MetaSketch Editor
MetaSketch Editor is the first component selected for redesign in our process. The original interface of the editor is separated into four components (Fig.3) . The Explorer is a tree-view of all entities involved in the model; the Diagram is the main canvas for modeling. The Object Library and Properties share the same window and enable users to add new objects into models and perform advanced editing tasks. Initially we conducted a pilot study to gain better understanding of current modeling tools and their interaction design. This study was based on literature reviews and heuristic evaluations of current modeling tools, including meta-modeling tools, such as Eclipse Modeling Framework and MetaEdit+, and common modeling tools, such as Oryx, Aris Express, and Intalio. Based on the results, we discussed a diverse set of design concepts over a period of months with designers and software language engineers [10] . We designed the paper prototype to resemble well-known image-editing tools, and developed several hints and guiding functions to assist users in modeling tasks [45, 46] . The prototype (Fig. 4) included basic editing tools: Object Library, Component Explorer, Navigator, Properties Window, system dialogs and hints. There are several new functions: − Explorer and Diagram. The prototype Explorer provides additional options for users to examine the partial model and the entities of each diagram. − Object Library. A context menu enables accessing the Object Library and adding different types of entities on the diagram directly. − Properties. Additional information is provided for each entity, including which diagram or model an entity is involved in. − Navigator. For editing complex models, users can easily check the undefined or unlinked entities through different filters in Navigator. − System dialogs and Hints. Instead of traditional text-based descriptions, hints and grammar explanations are provided with graphic examples.
In redesigning MetaSketch Editor, we looked to three types of users: i) experts, who are familiar with a specific modeling language; ii) designers, who explain their concepts and ideas through a model; and iii) researchers, who reveal their knowledge of a certain field or situation through modeling. To understand the different mental models and work styles in all areas, we applied different user experience research methods for usability testing, in particular, paper prototyping [34] , thinking aloud [34] [47], Wizard of Oz [48, 49] , observation and interviews [50] . To further analyze the data, we also applied contextual inquiry [33] and task analysis [29] . Fig. 4 . Based on the pilot study, a flexible paper prototype was designed to support different types of users, including domain-experts, designers, developers, and others practitioners.
We defined a default set of responses to all possible user actions in order to integrate all functions of MetaSketch Editor with the new design concepts. During think-aloud tests, if users expected a different system response from the default, the "human computer" reacted in the way participants wanted, thus avoiding interrupting their current work process and helping to better understand their mental models.
For testing with engineers and designers we selected Activity Modeling and Participation Maps [51, 52] , since both were well understood by our potential subject group. Five participants were recruited, including four engineers and one designer. The four engineer subjects are experienced practitioners and domain experts, but only one was the software language engineer who developed Activity Modeling. All work in interaction design and are highly capable in usability tasks, such as, thinking-aloud and cognitive walkthroughs, and can give valuable feedback regarding low-level interaction details.
Two modeling strategies were distinguished in the pilot study: sequential and nonsequential. In sequential modeling, users build models one entity at a time. For instance, in flowcharting, users tend to add an entity, and then connect it immediately. In a non-sequential modeling strategy, the user first creates a number of entities and then considers potential connections among entities. Both approaches were observed in the pre-study. To understand if task order and human-computer interaction were influenced by different modeling approaches, the test was separated into two sections: − Section I: A scenario was provided, which described a retail selling situation. Users were asked to create a Participation Map using the paper prototype. The scenario contained three paragraphs, each describing two or three entities and their relationships. In this section, users could be expected to model the situation using the sequential approach (Fig. 5) . − Section II: Users were given a Participation Map and were asked to recreate it using the paper prototype. In this section, users could be expected to use the nonsequential approach (Fig. 5) .
In both sections, users were asked to think aloud to explain what they were looking for, thinking, doing, and what kind of system responses they expected. The purpose was to understand users' mental models and to evaluate our interaction design.
After each test, a brief, semi-structured interview was conducted. Users shared how they used materials or applications for modeling and gave their opinions on the design of the paper prototype [50] . All data was captured on video and later integrated into a task analysis table [41] . To represent the modeling approach applied by each participant in each section, we applied Sequence Model in Contextual Inquiry through a flowchart [53] . 5 . The left picture shows the first section of the usability test, where the user was asked to create a model from a text-based scenario. On the right is the second section, where the user was provided with a sketch of a Participation Map to build using the paper prototype.
Primary and Secondary Modeling Tasks
From the pilot study and design concepts approximately a hundred potential tasks involved in modeling were identified, including adding new entities to the modeling canvas, connecting entities, editing properties or names of entities, and correcting errors. To help us order the frequencies of important interactions and make decisions for the interface design, we have to distinguish the primary and secondary tasks in the modeling activity.
Ten important modeling tasks were identified (Fig. 6 ). Primary tasks were: creating entities, naming entities, considering possible relationships among entities (creating links), annotating relationships (naming or editing links) and repositioning entities (moving objects). Secondary tasks occur when users need to correct errors, which are not the goal of modeling but often interrupt their current process. Secondary tasks include: changing the type of an entity, changing the type of relationship, and changing the direction of relationship (changing endpoints of links). The primary modeling tasks are creating and connecting entities. We found out that the steps users took and their expectations of system response were highly dependent on the modeling approaches they applied.
• Creating Entities. In the text-based scenario, four of five users modeled the Participation Map using a sequential approach. A context menu enables users to choose entity type and create it on the canvas directly. However, most users still created entities from the Object Library. Users suggested making the context menu visible in the beginning or alternatively providing on-screen tips. For the nonsequential modeling approach, results show that the Object Library provides an easy and smooth way to create all the important entities on the canvas.
• Creating Links. The most diverse interactions were found in how users created links. All users selected the create-link tool from the Object Library in the beginning, but later actions and expectations of system responses depended on their modeling approaches and individual preferences. Three users wanted to create a link between entities by selecting the source and the target. While applying the sequential modeling approach, two users wanted the last clicked object to always become the source for the next action, thus allowing a link to be created by a single click: selecting the target entity. Other possible techniques for link creation discussed in interviews included clickable handles on each entity to make connection to others and applying a hot key.
• Annotating. Interviews did not indicate that task priority was influenced by the modeling approach. Users were more focused on annotating links in the nonsequential approach (Fig. 6) , where editing links becomes one of the primary tasks. According to the interviews, adding a link in the non-sequential approach is one of the important parts of modeling. While users are creating a link between two entities, they are considering the type and details of this relationship. Naming an entity was considered part of creating an entity, and most users tended to insert the name immediately after adding an entity.
• Repositioning Entities. Two users mentioned that repositioning entities actually helps them think. Looking at and reorganizing the canvas helps make sense of the whole model. Hence, repositioning is an important independent activity, quite different from simple revision or editing of the model. After considering Primary Tasks, we focused on Secondary Tasks, the most important being correcting errors. Since it is not the purpose of modeling itself, the way users corrected errors and revised models was unrelated to the modeling approaches used but was related to individual preferences in handling interruptions.
• Changing Entity Type. It is sometimes difficult to decide the type of entities while adding them to the canvas. Most users agreed that converting an entity into a different type is a frequent modeling task. They wanted to convert an entity into any other type even if that might lead, temporarily, to a grammatical error that might later be corrected. By habit and personal preferences, some users also tend to correct all errors toward the end. Modeling tools should avoid interrupting users with repeated error messages or reminders.
• Changing Relationship Type. Some users did not consider changing the direction of a link as changing the type. Adding an arrowhead was to them a part of annotation or decorating, like changing color or line weight. Instead of creating a directional relationship, they first created an undirected line and later tried to add an arrow by selecting the line and choosing an arrow from the formatting palette (Fig. 7) . Whether the interaction design for this task should reflect its semantic connotation in a particular modeling language is unclear, particularly as users will want to be able to easily correct errors in direction.
• Moving Endpoints. With complex models, it is common to create links by mistake.
Most users understood that changing endpoints might lead to a grammatically incorrect result but still expected the freedom to alter the model in any way they want. Instead of deleting incorrect links and creating new ones, users want to manipulate links easily, such as by dragging endpoints to new targets. As with changing entity type, the system should not limit user actions. Tasks like editing properties, reviewing system messages, and checking guidelines and grammar rules are activities independent from modeling. Theses functions are important and should be supported by any practical modeling tool but serve very different purposes from modeling itself.
• Advanced Editing. In creating entities and building a model, setting entity properties is independent from other tasks. Users start considering properties after getting an initial picture of the model as a whole, hence properties should be considered in the second level of information architecture.
• Exploring and Querying. In both the Navigator and Explorer, filter functions provide different views of a model, allowing users to browse by types of objects, unedited objects, and unlinked objects. Users explained that the canvas can become very complicated for large models. Although the Navigator and Explorer were not used in the tests, most users appreciated having the function.
• Visual Refinement. Editing is not the primary modeling task. Positioning of entities represents information and helps the user to think, but may not be the main purpose of modeling. Common functions supported by image editing applications, like aligning and resizing objects, are not considered as core features of a modeling tool but could be of vital importance for modeling as communication.
• System Hints and Guidelines. To help first-time users learn the grammar and rules of a certain model, the system could provide a guiding tool with graphic examples. However, it is also important to avoid interrupting users. Most users did not want to be disturbed by system hints and messages. However, they also said they would like a grammar verifier to help them identify modeling errors. 
Modeling Approaches
The two modeling strategies from the pilot study, sequential and non-sequential, were both observed in the tests. As summarized in Fig. 6 , three users took the sequential approach in the text-based scenario and the non-sequential approach in the sketchbased section. However, one user employed a non-sequential approach in the textbased section. Another used a sequential approach in the sketch-based test. Fig. 8 shows the consolidated work models of sequential and non-sequential approaches. In the sequential approach, since connections are made after creating an entity, it becomes more difficult to change the type of any entity afterwards, which would require reconsidering all related connections. Moreover, it can take more steps to annotate existing relationships, not having considered meanings and direction.
In the non-sequential approach, the process is more complex. Users create a number of entities at once and consider their types and meanings afterwards. Later, they think about possible connections and the direction and specific meaning of relationships. To one user, creating links was an independent part of modeling and a well-defined task. In the non-sequential approach, the frequency of correcting links and changing their types would be lower than in the sequential approach.
According to the interviews, the rules of a modeling language and its graphic notation directly influence the way users select their modeling strategy. The pilot study indicated that models like flowcharts, sequence diagrams, and activity diagrams in UML, incline users to use a sequential approach. In contrast, use case diagrams and component diagrams in UML, which do not represent workflow or procedure, encourage non-sequential approaches. Testing revealed that personal preferences and habits also influence selection of modeling approaches. For instance, users who sketch before using modeling software and users expecting efficiency may prefer a sequential approach independent of the form of models. Users who consider modeling applications as tools for helping them think tended to use a non-sequential approach. Fig. 8 . Consolidated work model of modeling. In the sequential approach, the primary tasks are creating entities and links at once. In the non-sequential approach, users tend to create entities first and then consider relationships among those entities.
Design Implications
To design the information architecture and interface layout of a modeling tool, we argue that two different approaches and levels of user expertise should be considered. For instance, less-experienced users are drawn by strong affordance to the Object Library to create new entities rather using the hidden feature of context menus that provide the same functions. Users favoring a sequential approach will not use context menus if unaware of them. For another example, a so-called sticky tool inclines users to create all the entities of one type at once for efficiency, which might lead users favoring a sequential approach to create models by the non-sequential approach.
The interaction design for primary and secondary task is directly influenced by the modeling approaches. We propose these design implications for modeling tools: 1. Creating Entities. For both approaches, a context menu for directly creating new entities on the canvas is essential. Our tests showed that not all users are comfortable with accessing this menu through right click. We suggest two additional ways to inform users of the functionality: (i) a screen tip the pointer hovers on the blank canvas and (ii) a ghost menu while the pointer hovers over a clickable object on the canvas for a few seconds. 2. Naming Entities. For both approaches, prompting users to name entities as created can reduce work in advanced editing steps. We suggest that once an entity is created, the name text field should be highlighted and have keyboard focus to enable straightforward insertion. 3. Changing Entity Type. Changing the type of an entity is a frequent task, and grammatically incorrect links and incorrect relationships may occur as a consequence. However, the system should not automatically revise or delete them. Modeling tools should guide users and help them identify and correct errors by highlighting incorrect relationships or providing a grammar checker. 4. Creating Links. Interaction design for creating links in support of both approaches is complicated. For the sequential approach, the efficient way is to let the modeling tool automatically create a link when a user creates an entity from another. For the non-sequential approach, creating links always combines two steps: selecting the source entity and selecting the target. If a modeling tool manages to support both approaches, it could allow users to change the previous target entity into the new source entity by using a hot key, which reduces the process by one step. In addition, users argued that modeling tools should allow users to create a temporary link without selecting a target entity. 5. Annotating Links. Annotating links and naming entities should be compatible processes, such as, by highlighting the text field of a link once created. Even though annotating links is not as frequent a task in most modeling situations, it should be easily accessible without interfering with the user's primary work focus. 6. Link Direction. Editing the direction of a relationship should be straightforward but also reflect the semantics of the model. If the direction of a link is not only a part of the notation for modelers but also contains information and presents a certain relationship type with semantics, a modeling tool has to help users of all levels of expertise understand this difference. 7. Inserting Entities. Allowing users to insert an extra entity into a link between two objects is important, especially for the sequential modeling approach. The function can be included in the context menu of editing links. Advanced interactions like dragging an entity and then attaching it into a link can also be considered. 8. Hints and Guidelines. Graphic images in grammar examples help users understand the rules of the modeling language (Fig. 9) . Tools should make hints and guiding windows accessible but avoid distraction. Progressive (or cascading) screen tips [54] offer simple object identification on hover, as with conventional screen tips, but more information and a link into the help system after an additional delay. In modeling tools, simple operations like copy-and-paste or drag-and-drop take place in very complex situations. Since a model can be represented by more than one diagram and users may edit different models at the same time, to copy (or drag) an entity (or a group of entities) from one diagram to another might indicate two different situations. Either the user is trying to duplicate a concept for representing different instances, or the user actually wants to represent the same concept in different diagrams or to import a concept for the same instance into different models. Modeling tools need to remind users of the exact meaning and results of these interactions. An entity explorer and navigator need to clearly convey how components in diagrams and models are related. Finally, the tool should also provide users different viewpoints for merging and slicing the model.
Other important advanced functions, which should be considered for future work, are enabling users to use different graphical representations for the same instance and allowing users to merge different entities together. In our interviews, we found that these two functions are not well supported by current modeling tools, but are required when users try to clarify and reduce the complexity of models. To facilitate advanced editing, modeling tools could also allow users to group entities and components by separating them into different layers.
Conclusion
We present an iterative process to help improve tools for both domain-experts and software engineers define modeling languages. We consider a modeling tool as a workplace that helps users think, organize thoughts, and review concepts. We suggest several specific components should be considered in future modeling tools.
Through the contextual research described in this paper, we identified important primary and secondary modeling tasks. From this initial categorization of frequent modeling tasks, we presented and detailed the concerns and requirements of users with different levels of expertise. In addition, two modeling approaches were identified, and users' decisions to use either of these approaches were found to be based on the type of model considered as well as personal preferences. Based on this contextual analysis, we propose a different interaction design to support the primary and secondary tasks of the two modeling approaches. We argue that the interaction should support different workflows and different mental models. Design implications for modeling tools are identified that support enhanced efficiency, advanced functionality, situated usability, and varying needs of modelers.
A modeling tool serves as a communication platform among domain-experts, designers, developers, and others practitioners. Through a case study of MetaSketch Editor, we argue for better understand of the diverse purposes of using a modeling tool with different work styles. Future research will continue to evaluate remaining parts of the modeling tool, including the platform for designing concrete syntax and querying the models.
